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	A new edition of a classic student text in Endodontics! As did the first edition, the second edition of Tronstad's Clinical Endodontics fills the need for a simple, yet comprehensive textbook in endodontics that serves as an introductory text for dental students, and which is also suitable as a refresher source for general practitioners, postdoctoral students, and entodontists. Having been written by only one author, the book is remarkable for its cohesiveness, clear argumentation, and didactic clarity, which are so important at the introductory level. Clinical endodontics summarizes the biology of the endodontium and the apical periodontium, and deals with the etiology and pathogenesis of endodontic diseases. Examination methods, diagnosis, and treatment principles are discussed, and main endodontic techniques are described. A final chapter deals with the prognosis of endodontic treatment. The new and second edition has been completely updated and revised, and includes a new chapter on endodontic retreatment.
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Deadline Fitness: Tone Up and Slim Down When Every Minute CountsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	When I moved to Los Angeles from the East Coast, I was thrilled to have the opportunity to work in the entertainment industry. As I was studying and building my fitness business, my day job was as an assistant account executive at a Beverly Hills public relations firm. I spent lots of time with up-and-comers as well as with the most...
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Computational Neuroanatomy: Principles and MethodsHumana Press, 2002
"...a useful addition to major neuroscience libraries."      -Neuroradiology     

       In Computational Neuroanatomy: Principles and Methods, the path-breaking investigators who founded the field review the principles and key techniques available to begin the creation of anatomically accurate and complete models of the brain....
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Arduino Adventures: Escape from Gemini StationApress, 2013

	Fun. We (your authors) wanted a word to describe our ultimate goal for this book, as well as a word

	we hope you (our reader) will use to describe it, and that’s the one we chose. There are others goals,

	of course, but in the end, when you’ve finished the book, we’re hoping you’ll have enjoyed the

	activities...
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Windows Server 2008 How-ToSams Publishing, 2009
Real Solutions for Windows Server 2008 Administrators

 

Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for Microsoft Windows Server 2008? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for. You’ll find tested, step-by-step procedures for...
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Radar Technology Encyclopedia (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 1997
This is a single-source reference to thousands of terms and   concepts related to radar, antenna, and microwave technology. Prepared   by four recognized leaders in the field, the Radar Technology   Encyclopedia covers every aspect of the technology, including systems,   components, targets, performance features, environmental effects, and   more....
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Building and Testing with GradleO'Reilly, 2011

	This book has a very clear aim: introduce you to the incredible simplicity and power
	of Gradle.


	Gradle is a flexible yet model-driven JVM-based build tool. Gradle acknowledges and
	improves on the very best ideas from Make, Ant, Ivy, Maven, Rake, Gant, Scons, SBT,
	Leinengen, and Buildr. The best-of-breed features previously...
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